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Abstract This study suggested the alternatives for improving consumers’ engagement with digital signage (DS) by analyzing the researches of the effectiveness of DS in marketing and public areas, which is recognized as an essential communication tool for commercial or public matters. According to the results, affective DS ad content of DS resulted in positive shoppers’ buying behaviors and perceiving buying environment: DS was also effective for public affairs, which how proper channel and message for the target public resulted in solving community problems. However, it was rare to measure precisely the level of consumers’ engagement with DS content and what DS content aroused higher engagement in both areas. Thus, DS content should be more customized based on multiple converged contents for consumers’ engagement and the research efforts of DS should be focused on the development of not only its device technology, but also creative content.
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1. Introduction

Digital signage (DS) in its beginning stage was applied generally for the purpose of marketing or advertising, but recently it is used as communication media in various areas such as public affairs, art, banking, health caring, education, etc.[1–3]. Its functions and roles in the society is being continually expanded due to the development of ICT (information and communications technologies) such as display, content management, content delivery network (CDN) and converged communication technology. Furthermore, it is being evolved into so called 'smart signage' (SS), which is connected to smartphone for each individual to use for his/her own needs. This may result from convergence of various ICT including proximity sensor, RFID, touch sensor, face recognition system, Bluetooth, NFC etc. and is appreciated as a converged multiple media.

Although the value of DS in the various areas is widely recognized, there has not been sufficient effort to heighten its effectiveness. Most researches of the improvements of DS have focused on mainly hardware technology, but it seems to be lack of researches about achieving consumers’ high engagement with DS. Thus, this study investigated the effectiveness of DS by analyzing the researches in marketing and public areas and suggested the alternatives for the development of the efficiencies and effectiveness of DS in the future.

2. Literature Review and Analysis

2.1 Situation Analysis

The value of DS is annually increasing as shown in Fig. 1[4], which its global market size estimation of 2016 was USD 19.61 billion and will be USD 32.84 billion by 2023. This market growth arises from the continually increasing demand for the marketing promotion of products to pull consumers’ attention more effectively and create purchasing climate. DS has advantages for offering the information that consumers really need in right location focusing on the target consumers, and the improvement of the DS technology like digitized display is anticipated to catalyze the market growth[5].

![Fig. 1. The Estimates of the Global Digital Signage market size in 2016 and 2023(in Billion U.S. Dollars)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Classification of Digital Signage Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displays by Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounts &amp; Other Accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By Geography</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the statistics imply that its market size is being expanded, they don’t mean its qualitative progress, which means how much users (consumers or audience) are satisfied with
DS content. DS market is classified into four big parts as shown in Table 1, which is modified from Markets and Markets[6], as products, offerings, application and geography. Considering this wide variety of the market and the qualitative development of the market in the future, it seems to be danger to conclude cursorily from the quantitative data. More important things should be thought for improving qualitatively the market to satisfy consumers' needs and wants.

2.2 Analysis of the Various Effectiveness of DS

2.2.1 Effectiveness of DS Contents in Marketing

DS was implemented in its early stage with a simple function of viewing by one-way communication and companies were hesitant to apply DS to their marketing promotion strategies. In recent, DS is recognized as an essential and effective communication medium to seize market opportunities for attracting consumers’ attention. Its efficiency is concentrated on a user oriented way, which means it should be interactive and informative for consumers to solve problems, moreover enjoy it as an entertainment tool with high level of engagement[2,7−10]. As DS becomes an essential and effective communication tool for commercial or public organizations, there have been researched a lot practically and academically to prove the effectiveness of DS.

In practice, for instance, it was reported in 2010 that 52% of Americans had seen a DS display in the past week and 70% viewed a display within the past month. They didn’t only notice DS, but also spent more time on searching information or enjoying the DS contents[11]. There are some explanations of the effectiveness that firstly, DS contents supported by motion pictures and animations are more dynamic than any other communication or display media that are hard to escape; secondly, DS displays increase more sales volume compared to other types of signs at the point of purchase. A dynamic DS display is available all the time to help buyers by providing product features and serving benefits. The buyers who want more information can search directly into the contents and make a decision to buy based on enough information; thirdly, DS is profitable. Once the investment of DS device has been made, recurring costs are very little because it is not disposal costs; finally, DS motivates employees to work with sharing sense of belonging and make them be more kindly to consumers. These explanations are supported by the following results of marketing researches.

DS functions as a multichannel in marketing strategy, with unlimited marketing contents and promotions, providing a seamless flow of experience. Over 25% of organizations deemed campaign management by multichannel effective for achieving their goals[12]. This result is supported by the fact that 63% of people agreed that DS captures their attention, which its percentage was very higher than other media like Internet, TV and billboard advertising[13]. Thus, industries accept DS as a useful marketing tool and they struggle to build a digital strategy in the critically competitive market situation. According to a report, not less than 30% or often more executives from 15 industries were expecting mild or huge digital disruption in the next one year[14]. And nearly 30% of consumers approved that digital menus in restaurants influenced their purchase of products[15]. The digital menu displays are usually eye-catching and dynamic so as to draw consumers’ attention.

More specifically, a research showed that DS in retail atmospherics resulted in positively shoppers’ behaviors such as spending and perceiving retail environment although they tended to attend more to affective communication contents[16]. Similarly, another research focused on DS ads for investigating how brand experience was constructed by DS in retail atmospherics. The results demonstrated that sensory affective ads of DS were more effective
than cognitive contents because the sensory cues in DS aroused consumers’ affective experience, more being associated with their attitudes to the ads and advertisers and finally constructing intellectual brand experience[17]. More recently, it was reported that affective DS content create more positive emotions of grocery shoppers that improve impulsive purchasing and enhance revisit intentions[18]. These results imply that affective DS ad content can increase consumers’ approach and bring more sales volume.

2.2.2 Effective Uses of DS in Public Area

The effectiveness of DS was also reported in public area. According to a research, DS was a great social marketing tool to build a community[19]. A social marketing for increasing participation in radon program of health department was successful because the message was intervened by DS technology[20]. DS was effective for solving community problems confronted by a city or non-profit organization in a troubled community. In the case, its effectiveness was decided by how the information of DS was designed and implemented[21]. For example, kiosks, one type of DS with audiovisual technology, enabled several different school districts to have common meetings for community. The technology was effective and inexpensive[22]. Prior to this research, there was a similar research that multiple DS was useful for expanding network integration in campus. It informed various issues, displayed accomplishments of the campus, and provided services of meetings. Conclusively, more proper DS is for target public, it can give more vibrant boost to the public[23].

2.3 Reconsideration of DS Effectiveness

According to the analysis, DS was effective in both commercial and social marketing, but it was rare to measure precisely the level of consumers’ engagement with DS content and what DS content aroused higher engagement.

As shown in Fig. 2[24], DS systems are generally consisted of a few different elements including one or a few (or more) displays and media players, and managing and delivering system of content. The latter is often provided by DS networks. Most DS solutions are based on IP (Internet Protocol), which may combined with wired or wireless, that is Wi-Fi, networks. For a successful flow of connections which means the attainment of senders’ final goals, first of all qualitative services should be provided to consumers (or users) based on security system. Qualitative services may include marketing stimuli which attract consumers’ attention; and DS contents which make them engage with and finally have problem-solving. In this process, it would be very necessary to get the DS contents connected to their smart phones for more effectiveness. Even the attractive marketing stimuli, if it can’t arouse consumers’ interest in the contents, they would not be engaged with the message.

Thus, as an alternative, it is suggested that customized contents connected to individual consumer’s smart phone. The contents should be very creative considering maximizing synergy effect with other media executions. This will bring achievements of the installation intention after all, influencing target consumers or audience. In this regard, it is necessary to reconsider the importance of qualitative content, which is more personalized, for improving consumers’ engagement.
3. Discussion

3.1 Implications

Although there may be various factors which cause the success or failure of DS system, it would be concluded by consumers after all. If they turn away their heads from a DS because its content is worn-out or doesn’t serve fully their needs, then no matter how high-tech the DS system is, the installation purpose cannot be achieved. Thus, it is more important to fill the screen with proper content to move consumers’ attitude with customizing their needs and wants. If DS is connected with smart phone, providing coupons, special offers, events and so on, it becomes more personal and customized to individual consumer resulting in high engagement with DS.

3.2 Suggestions

Although customization of DS content has been rarely researched, its technology of customized content which can draw consumer engagement becomes more important. There are many ways to develop customized content, and this is not from focusing on only DS itself, but relating with other media because a customized content of DS can work under connecting with personal smart phone and old media such television, radio, newspaper or magazine. If DS and proximity beacons are used together, consumers can be more personalized and interactive through the content.

Personalizing or customizing content involves tailoring contents specifically to individual consumer’s needs and wants. For achieving its goal successfully, some data of consumers are needed. It would be difficult to create customized contents at first because of collecting their data, but after the customized contents would be actualized, then they could keep target consumers holding onto the marketer and easier to collect the data by voluntary interactive communication. Successful customized content may help truly target consumers because they can get individual benefits including solutions to their problems from the content. This binds the marketer to his or her target consumers and the right consumers would become loyal to the marketer.

With regard to creating customized content, it is suggested that the first step is to get target consumers’ data by various ways such as surveys, participant observations, tracking web sites and so on. The next is segmentation of content on the basis of target. Each content should be appealed to the right target consumers. Their types may be young ladies, professional women, sports maniac and so on, and regardless of the types customized content should be directed towards an individual person. Lastly, it is absolutely imperative to measure the results and the data of the results should be used for next promotion. For doing this whole process rightly, it should be considered that personal information is not be infringed[25,26].

4. Conclusion

The past researches showed that DS was effective in both commercial and social marketing, but it was rare to measure precisely the level of consumers’ engagement with DS content and what DS content aroused higher engagement. Some part of the researches verify that although there may be various factors which cause the success or failure of DS system, it would be concluded by consumers after all, and the more customized DS content is, the higher its target consumers’ engagement with it is. Customizing content involves tailoring contents specifically to individual consumer’s needs and wants on the basis of their data.

A lack of researches on developing customized content in DS area is highly regrettable. Although it was reported that more affective content was
more effective for engaging with it, the results were drawn from the limited atmosphere and they didn’t show how specifically affective it was. There are many types of affective appeals in commercial or public message such as humor, emotional (e.g. love, friendship, kindness, cheerfulness etc.), fear and so on. Each type of appeal should meet the right target consumers. Furthermore, if the DS content can be worked under connecting with the target consumers’s personal media, it may be easier to make them be loyal to the brands. The researches in the future, should be paid attention more to this points to actualize more qualitative improvement of DS area.
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